CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & CO
Self-Escorted Tours
to the
Century of Progress Exhibition

1. HALL OF SCIENCE

A. Ground Floor
1. “The Doctor”
2. Loyola Embryology Exhibit
3. Heinz Exhibit
4. Transparent Man
5. Dental Exhibit
   a. Old and New Contrasts
   b. George Washington’s Teeth
6. American College of Surgery
7. Mayo Medical Exhibit—Primitive and Modern
   Skill in Surgery

a. Sound Wave
b. Sound carried on a beam of light
3. Geological Time Clock
   a. Showing history of the world—10 million
      years ago to the present day
4. Molecule of Table Salt
5. The Cosmic Ray
6. Piccard’s Gondola
7. Modern Oil Refining
8. Liquid Air Boiling on Ice
9. Rubber Exhibit
10. Life Cycle of a Twig
11. Mechanical Man, the Robot
12. Medical Ramp

B. Main Floor
1. Model Oil Well
2. Physics Exhibit

2. GENERAL EXHIBITS BUILDING

A. Main Floor
1. Mechanical Science Exhibit

B. Ground Floor
1. American Can Exhibit

2. Lithography Exhibit by Paper Foundation
3. Gutenberg Press
4. Ipana Toothpaste
5. Diamond Exhibit
6. From’s Style Show

3. SINCLAIR PRE-HISTORIC ANIMAL EXHIBIT

4. FIRESTONE EXHIBIT—MAKING TIRES

5. MODEL HOUSING
   a. Stran Steel
   b. Wooden House
   c. House of Tomorrow

6. FORD—GENERAL MOTORS—CHRYSLER

7. TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT BUILDING
   a. Latest Model Aeroplane
   b. Old and New Pullman
   c. B & O Dioramas
   d. Chicago & Northwestern Exhibit
   e. Outside Train Exhibit
      a. Union Pacific Streamline
      b. Burlington “Zephyr”

8. COURT OF STATES AND FEDERAL BUILDING

1. Florida
2. California
3. Missouri

9. THROUGH SOCIAL SCIENCE BUILDING TO COMMUNICATIONS HALL
   a. Postal Telegraph
      a. “What a Night”—Puppet Show
      b. Electrical Diorama

10. ELECTRICAL BUILDING
    a. Playground of Science
    b. Ground Floor—House of Magic

11. HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
    VILLAGES 25c

Swiss Village—18th street
Streets of Paris—23rd street
Belgian Village—23rd street
Oasis—23rd street
Italian Village—24th street
Tunisian Village—24th street
Spanish Village—24th Street
American Colonial Village—24th street

Midget Village—26th street
Irish Village—26th street
Old English Village—26th street
Black Forest Village—27th street

ON THE ISLAND
Mexican Village—23rd street
Dutch Village—15th street
Streets of Shanghai—15th street—Free